We Are One

Words: The Wild Earth Spiritual Community
Music: Jon Nowick

1. We are one
   with sisters and brothers both far
   and near. On the path we walk in the woods
   any time of year. Can't you hear the wind in
   the trees as the clouds pass by?

2. We are one
   with mountains and forests and run-
   ning streams. In the sky, the birds fly and
   sing. Can't you see the beauty around us?

3. We are one
   with bright stars and planets, the
   moon. Take my hand, we'll sit on the shore
   by the sandy dunes. Can't you feel the
   ground underneath us? Is where we are?

1. We are one
   with Wild Earth, source of all that we need.

2. We are one
   with Wild Earth, source of all that we need.

3. All that we need. We are one with Wild Earth, 'cause we are one.

We are one. We are one.